Hako
technical description

Mdd has a leading position among
manufacturers of office furniture with
many awards that prove quality and
continuously increase demand for it’s
products.

Mdd is highly aware of the environment.
Being located in a forest region with a lake by its side,
MDD takes nature seriously and invests constantly in a
modern and energy-efficient solutions to preserve the local
life. Company puts emphasis on waste segregation and

The realities of today’s market require constant quality

recycling. MDD has been awarded for the exceptional care

improvement at all levels of modern organization. This

and involvement in waste disposal. All materials used are

applies in particular to customer service, marketing, quality

environmentally friendly and enjoy a high 95% rate of being

of products and also to quality of processes within the

recycled.

company. Partnership relations among employees and with
business partners form a base of economic growth and
success of the company.
Constant investments in innovative machinery park,
optimization of management systems and an expansion of
production halls allow to minimize the lead times for the

www.mdd.eu

product of the highest quality.

More than twenty years of experience
in office furniture industry come
with reference from a long list of
companies and institutions to show
their appreciation for an efficient and
comprehensive service.
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Technical specification

1. Ceiling · Upholstered, equipped with automatic
lightning and quiet fans, activated with motion sensors

2. Upholstered wall · 75 mm thick,
upholstered on both sides with acoustic properties

3. Columns · 75 × 75 mm, powder coated

4. Aluminium strips · 5 mm thick

5. Glass walls, glass door · Toughened glass,
8 mm thick (door) and 6 mm thick (walls), equipped with hinges and
gasket system that extends the acoustic properties of the booth

6. No bottom part · A well-thought-out structure allows for elimination
of the bottom part without compromising stability:
www.mdd.eu

· Meet the needs of disabled people
· Move it easily within a space
· Facilitate cable management
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Cable management
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Double side zipper
for cable management

Metal profiles

Upholstered
wall

End cap
Cable way
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Dimensions
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2100 mm

1150 mm

Hako

1400 mm
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Assembly
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Group II · Medley

M-60999

M-61002

M-63064

M-64019

M-66008

M-67006

M-67053

M-68002

M-68005

M-68115

Group III · Synergy

LDS20
Light grey

LDS27
Black

LDS29
Dark grey

LDS50
Dark green

LDS53
Green

LDS57
Turquoise

LDS60 Bottle
green

LDS61
Plum

LDS69
Navy blue

LDS84
Orange

LDS86
Red

LDS88
Aubergine

LDS85
Coral
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LDS08 Grey
melange
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